truly feared that deafness would exclude him from conversation, which he believed to be one of the great channels and benefits of friendship. In this essay I add a complication by stressing that Locke viewed conversation not only as the principal medium of friendship, but as a vital instrument in the pursuit of truth; it therefore figured in his life-long concern about the proper grounds of assent and belief. 4 One implication was that conversation need not always be coupled with friendship; talk with strangers might be just as important if it assisted the search for knowledge and truth.
It is important to note that the word 'conversation' was used in two main senses in the early modern period. In its wider, and older, sense it meant the act of living with and sharing the company of others. An English translation of Don Quixote in 1620 has it that 'You may know the man, by the conversation he keepes', referring to the company in which that person lived. 5 In this sense, one did not have 'conversation' with strangers. The second, more specific, meaning is the one now familiar to us: namely, the act of speaking and discussing with others. By the end of the seventeenth century this was becoming the dominant sense, and it is evident in Masham's letter to Le Clerc. Even so, we can hear the wider referents: for example, in her remark that Locke 'convers'd with books', and in her need to specify his 'personal Conversation' and 'ordinarie Conversation'. We can also appreciate how friendship was regarded as a special case of the wider sense of sharing company -in this case, with an equal rather than with kinsfolk, who were also seen as 'friends'. Thus Masham reported that among the 'contentments' Locke enjoyed in London after his return from Holland in 1689 was 'that minds is conversation … if I were now obliged to make the choice, I think I would rather lose my sight than my powers of speech or hearing' ( 6 As we shall see, Locke had high expectations about this kind of friendship, but he also believed that truths about useful matters could be obtained through conversation with strangers. 7 The Stoic revival in sixteenth-and seventeenth-century Europe provided an influential framework that linked conversation with a special kind of friendship. Justus Lipsius' Constantia (1584), written as a dialogue with his friend (Langius), gave new life to Lucius Annaeus Seneca's avowal of close friendship as a safe haven from the chaos of politics. Lipsius advocated patience, self-control, and strength of mind against the backdrop of the wars of religion in France and the civil wars in the Netherlands. In Book Two, the two friends meet in a garden to 'refresh … [their] wearied and wandering minds', and they celebrate the quiet space in which philosophers have meditated and discussed 'constancy, life, and death'. and which they cannot have without them'. 19 One of these 'good things', I propose, was conversation, both as an enjoyable activity and as a crucial aid in the pursuit of truth. For Locke, the search for knowledge and truth was the prime moral duty of each individual in his life of probation on earth, our 'twilight State', as he called it. In the Essay, he delineated the limits of our rational faculties, but never denigrated these divinely bestowed capacities which were 'bright enough for all our Purposes' and, if properly used, would discern both natural and moral knowledge.
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I suggest that, for Locke, important truths were most safely sought in partnership with close friends. This was especially the case in what he called 'matters of concernment' (such as moral and religious questions). Although the individual was ultimately responsible for such beliefs, Locke advised that it was wise to seek the help of friends possessing sound judgement. In the final section of this essay, I consider this point in the light of his relationship with William Molyneux, a friendship formed by correspondence rather than by conversation. However, Locke also held that friendship involved risks that were not entailed by conversation with strangers. There is strong testimony about his exchanges with a diverse range of people who were not friends. Masham noted this in her letter to Le Clerc, saying that his 'Company was exceedinly acceptable to all sorts of men, [yet] it was no less so to Ladys'. She added that this ease was not expected in 'the Character of a Scholar and Learned man'. 21 Locke wanted to retain the advantages of close friendships among scholars; but as a member of the Royal Society of London, he also welcomed the more open civility that encouraged fruitful contacts with foreign correspondents and with learned gentlemen and skilled artisans encountered on travels. By recognizing this spectrum of conversations, often mirroring different degrees of friendship, we can gain some insight into the importance Locke placed on both critical dialogue with trusted friends and more transient exchanges with strangers. I draw from a selection of his published writings, letters, and private notes. 
Types of Conversation
The preference for hearing over sight implied that reading of books, and even perhaps letters, was not a substitute for real conversation. Indeed, Montaigne contrasted conversation with bookishness: 'Studying books has a languid feeble motion, whereas conversation provides teaching and exercise all at once'. 22 Locke took a similar view. He must have made this clear to his friends, for in seeking to portray Locke's character, his French translator, Pierre Coste, reported that:
Mr Locke also thought it necessary always to communicate one's thoughts to some friend ... He could hardly conceive how a being of so limited a capacity as man, and so subject to error, could have the confidence to neglect this precaution.
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Because he placed so much weight on this point, Locke was fastidious about the right kind of conversation. At its best, it made life worth living -a sentiment voiced by Damaris Masham and repeated by Locke: 'My Lady … says that in this uncertain world she knows noe thing soe desirable as the conversation of friends'. 24 However, Locke castigated the kind of talk that either posed as proper conversation or wasted the time in which it might occur. It is striking that this kind of worthless exchange featured in his operational definition of pain and pleasure: 'The pain of tender Eyes, and the pleasure of Musick; Pain from captious uninstructive wrangling, and the pleasure of rational conversation with a Friend, or of well directed study in the search and discovery of Truth'. The mention of wrangling signals his well-known contempt of university disputations with their prospect of 'bookish Men, devoted to some Sect, and accustomed to the Language of it; and [who] have learned to talk after others' (Essay, II.xx.18; II.xiii.27). 25 He also directed similar, albeit less ferocious, invective against the pedantry that relied on commonplace books filled with a 'stock of borrowed and collected arguments'. This kind of education produced the worst conversation partner, 'the topical man', constantly in danger of contradicting himself.
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Of somewhat less concern was the banter and repartee of aristocratic wit. Locke had little exposure to the inner court, but from 1667 he became a member of the household of Anthony Ashley Cooper (created First Earl of Shaftesbury in 1672). Locke was Shaftesbury's trusted advisor and tutor to both his son and grandson. In a letter of 8 February 1705 to Jean Le Clerc, the Third Earl of Shaftesbury (grandson of the first Earl), supplied this revealing anecdote. The scene is a private gathering of the Shaftesbury circle, including the Duke of Buckingham and Lord Halifax:
after a few Compliments the Cards were calld for, and the Court Fashion prevailing, they were engagd in Play before any Conversation was begun. Mr. Lock sate by, as a Spectator for some time; at last taking out his Table Book , he began to write something very buisily: till being observd by one of the Lords, and ask'd what he was meditating; My Lords (sayd he) I am improving my self the best I can in your Company; for, having impatiently wayted this Honour of being present at such a meeting of the wisest Men and greatest Witts of the Age, I thought I could not do better than to write your Conversation: and here I have it, in substance, all that has pass'd for this hour or two. There was no need of Mr. Lock's reciting much of the Dialogue. The great Men felt the ridicule, and took pleasure in improving it. They quitted their Play, and fell into a Conversation becoming them: and so passd the remainder of the Day. 28 Locke believed that even select groups of friends had to guard against this outcome. He belonged to several small discussion groups: Robert Boyle's experimental circle in Oxford from about 1660, an informal group of friends referred to in the Essay, a salon hosted by Henri Justel in Paris in the mid 1670s, a group called the 'Lantern' in Rotterdam from late 1686 (with Furly), and the 'Dry Club' in his final decade at Oates (living with Francis and Damaris Masham). Probably for this last group, he drew up a set of rules to govern conversation among equals. All participants had to affirm 'Whether he loves and seeks truth for truth's sake; and will endeavour impartially to find and receive it himself, and to communicate it to others?' 29 Although not directly implied in these rules, it is interesting that the first editor of this piece, Pierre Des Maizeaux, told readers that Locke had been worried about the propensity of 'men to cantonise themselves'. 30 As we shall see, Locke was indeed concerned about the ways in which social groupings -family, neighbourhood, clubs, and friends -affected the opinions and judgements of individuals.
In the Company of Friends
The role of friends as sounding boards was a common theme in humanist writings which, of course, drew on the classical literature. Seneca spoke of 'loyal' friends as those 'whose conversation soothes your distress, whose advice helps you make up your mind'. 31 Locke's endorsement of these humanist values was accompanied by an acute sensitivity to the dangers of solitude. By 1697 when he wrote The Conduct of the Understanding (once intended as an additional chapter of the Essay), he had put this perception in a psychological framework. Locke made two pertinent comments. First, he observed as a fact that when certain thoughts were fuelled by passions they could take possession of our minds. Under the tyranny of such a fixation -'I call it a clog, for it hangs upon the mind so as to hinder its vigour and activity in the pursuit of other contemplations' -individuals became locked up in themselves. When actively aroused by others, they are like men brought to themselves from some remote region; whereas in truth they come no farther than their secret cabinet within, where they have been wholly taken up with the puppet, which is for that time appointed for their entertainment … it carries them away from the company, where they should bear a part in the conversation. 35 Secondly, he asserted that this condition was more likely in those who converse but with one sort of men, they read but one sort of books, they will not come in the hearing but of one sort of notions: the truth is, they canton out to themselves a little Goshen in the intellectual world … but the rest of that vast expansum they give up to night and darkness, and so avoid coming near it.
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On this analysis, good conversation was not merely enjoyable and instructive; it was also essential for unbiased pursuit of truth.
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It is significant that this anxiety about solitude (and hence the indispensability of friends) appeared in Locke's letters during the political turmoil of the 1650s.
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Writing from his father's house in Pensford, Somerset, he reported that I am in the midst of a company of mortall that know noething but the price of corne and sheepe … besids these here are the quakers, the people of Goshen … with light in their breast and smoake in their mouth.
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A few years earlier he had witnessed the arraigning of James Nayler and other dissident Quakers at Westminster Hall, London. As he told his father, he saw Nailer one man more and 3 or 4 women of the tribe all with white gloves and the womens heads in white baggs. their carriage was strange to me, one of the women made a continued humming noise. [they did not answer questions and, if they spoke, it was with] the cover and cunning of that language which others and I beleeve they them selves scarce understand. 40 The Quakers were living in 'goshens' even though they were a group of friends (indeed, the Society of Friends). They felt sure in their breasts that they were guided by an inner light direct from God. They were 'enthusiasts', a condition awarded a separate chapter in the fourth edition of the Essay (1700). Although they were a small, tight sect, Locke came to see the Quakers as exemplifying a more general feature of human nature: namely, that individuals bound together by strong emotions or sympathies influenced each other, often in deleterious ways. In a letter to 'Tom' of October 1659, Locke declared 'we are all Quakers here and there is not a man but thinks he alone hath this light within and all besids stumble in the darke'. 41 The role of friendship became involved in Locke's ongoing engagement with the intellectual conditions, and moral implications, of assent to belief and opinion. The problem, as he came to conceptualize it, was that each person's judgement on all manner of things was as much affected by social and psychological factors as by pertinent evidence and argument. 'Mankind', he noted in 1675, 'is supported in the ways of virtue or vice by the society he is of, and the conversation he keeps, example and fashion being the great governors of this world'. 42 While travelling in France between November 1675 and May 1679, he developed this theme, making several relevant entries in his journals. 43 In a long entry (in effect, an essay) headed 'Of Study', begun on 26 March 1677, Locke argued that opinions are settled and fixed in our minds by conversation with those closest to us. Reading books, even studying a range of authors, would not unsettle these opinions if we thought and read with blinkers formed by patterns of praise and disapproval, often established in childhood and reinforced by the 'bands & companys' into which the world is divided. 44 He returned to this point in other entries, insisting in December 1678 that conduct and belief were mainly ruled by perceptions of 'credit and reputation'. 45 He noted that obsession with reputation, guided by the reigning 41 In treating the issue of 'wrong assent', Locke warned about 'giving up our Assent to the common received Opinions, either of our Friends, or Party; Neighbourhood, or Country' (Essay, IV.xx.17, original emphasis; also IV.xv.6).
The challenge for each of us, as Locke posed it, was to recognize those factors determining our assent to beliefs. He hoped that 'a serious & sober friend' might help us identify our prejudices, 'to examine these our received & beloved opinions'. 49 But before coming to the qualities of such friends and the ways in which they might assist, it is important to consider how Locke's reflections on both conversation and friendship were expanded by his experiences as a traveller.
Conversation Without Friendship: Exchanges With Strangers
When it suited him, Locke could affect shyness. Late in his life, when seeking to avoid a government post, he explained that 'my temper, always shie of a crowd and strangers, has made my acquaintance few and my conversation too narrow … I am too much a novice in the world for the imployment proposed'. 50 Even though understandable as a ploy to escape an unpalatable request, this seems disingenuous. Locke had taken a diplomatic post to Cleves in late 1665-66, spent years in the company of the Whig circle hosted by his mentor, Lord Shaftesbury, and been entrusted with the care of young aristocratic gentlemen in London and Europe. Nevertheless, Locke did betray what appears as a constitutional wariness about communication with others. In one of his commonplace books, there are two signed entries under 'Lingua' dated 1694: 'tell not your businesse, or designe to one that you are not sure will help it forwards. All that are not for you count against you. For soe they generally prove either through folly, envie, mallace or interest. JL'. And then at the bottom of the page: 'Doe not hear your self say to an other what you would not have an other hear from him. JL'. 51 In the last year of his life, Locke told Anthony Collins that 'in my whole life I have been constantly against any thing that makes a shew, noe maxime being more agreeable to 49 The remembrance of pleasures and conveniences we have had there; the love of our friends whose conversation and assistance may be pleasant and usefull to us … & seen more than others of the world & the strange things in it; all these preserve in us long absence a constant affection to our country & a desire to return to it … Whilst we are abroad we look on our selves as strangers there & are always thinkeing of departing we set not up our rest, but often see or thinke of the end of our being there & the minde is not easily satisfied with any thing it can reach to the end of. 54 Locke may have come to realize that travellers enjoyed advantages: they could converse with other strangers with civility but not necessarily with a view to friendship. There is a revealing comment in his letter of 18 August 1677 to Sir John Banks, a wealthy English merchant. Having acceded to a request to act as a tutor and guardian to Banks' eighteen-year-old son, Caleb, who was undertaking the required European tour, Locke made this observation:
They who imagine that the improvements of forain conversation are to be sought by making acquaintance and friendships abroad, seeme to me wholy to mistake the matter, and it appears to me quite another thing. The great benefit to be found by travell is by constant changeing of company, and conversing every day with unknown strangers is to get a becomeing confidence and not to be abashed at new faces. In similar advice about a year later, he wrote: '[I think] travelling better for him then resting at Paris, where a young english gent, (especially if he be naturally bashfull) will be sure to flee the conversation of strangers and to heard [sic] always with his country men'. 56 In other comments, which he noted privately, Locke thought that the traveller should withhold something of himself. Some time between May 1679 and early 1684, he made some short entries on this theme in a medical notebook. Under 'Malevoli', we find: 'To guard your self against the malicious envious, curious, which are the greatest part of men, Keepe not allways in the same tract. The best way to conceale your self is sometimes to be open. JL'. 57 More positively, he noted that as a stranger one can take advantage of the fact that men are willing to convey what they know, to display their expertise. Thus he reflected under 'Conversatio':
In conversation gain esteem. goodwill knowledg & where it is worth while interest. vertue & abilitys gain esteem. goodwill good will for knowledg talke with every man of that wherein he hath skill by which commonly you learne & obleige him at once, men being generally pleased more with teaching then learning. Obligations & usefulnesse gives one interest, the first with gratefull men, the other with all. JL.
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What did strangers offer? It is worth distinguishing two kinds of conversation: first, those exchanges in which Locke sought information from strangers about various empirical matters, especially those relating to medicine and natural history; and second, those conversations he took as evidence of local customs, values, religious beliefs, and cultural practices. 59 I will briefly sketch these two interactions. While in France, Locke kept four journals, comprising some 1500 pages of notes. 60 A considerable proportion of the information he collected was supplied by strangers. To a significant extent, he needed introductions and tips from English residents, such as William Charleton (actually Courten) in Lyon and the Countess of Northumberland, the wife of the English Ambassador, Ralph Montagu, in Paris. In Montpellier he tapped into the medical circles, meeting Charles Barbeyrac, Pierre Magnol, and Pierre Jolly, as well as the young Thomas Pembroke. Locke seemed aware of this dependence, or at least he did by the end of his stay. About a week before leaving Paris for London he joked that his friends were only now telling him about things he should see. 61 But it is clear that he also tried to talk directly with people he met in Montpellier and Paris, while travelling in Provence and Languedoc, and on his return trip to Paris in early 1677. Locke spoke with peasants in the fields, gardeners, fruit cultivators, wine makers, artisans, craftsmen, clerics, apothecaries, and physicians. 62 These people told him what to look for, what to see, who to ask. He usually recorded the names of his informants, especially when the content was facts about the plants, animals, or medicinal remedies and treatments. 63 In many other instances, he noted only trade or profession; and when summarizing his conversations with groups of people he used referents such as 'they', 'some', or 'a few', thereby capturing the range of opinions on a particular topic within a community. For example, in summarizing the opinions in Montpellier about pressing olives, he noted that 'All confesse that oyle is better which is made of Olives fresh gatherd … Others say the reason why they are not pressed sooner is because every body's grist cannot be ground at once, & they must stay till they can get a turne'. In recording local estimates about the number of small county houses (bastides) near Marseilles, he wrote that 'some tell you, 22,000. They that speake lowest say 16 or 17,000'. 64 In these exchanges, Locke mainly recorded what he was told. He recognized that there were good and bad reporters; occasionally he wrote 'dubio' (I doubt it) next to an entry. In the great majority of cases, he was seeking local knowledge about natural processes and causal properties that were novel to him. He sometimes contrasted published reports with his (or others') firsthand observations. 65 Depending on the subject matter, he seems to have been more concerned with the skill and expertise, rather than the social status, of the informants. 66 Although in the Essay (IV.xvi.4) he gave the 'Integrity' of witnesses as one of the six criteria for the evaluation of testimony, this could not feasibly be applied to all people, and so Locke noted empirical facts as reported. 67 Thus he entered a detailed note on silkworms as explained to him by the wife of his landlord (Monsieur Fesquet) in Montpellier. 68 Making notes about how plums, peaches and pears were dried, he wrote 'this was taught me by Madame de Superville'.
69 While travelling to Paris he made an entry under the marginal heading of 'Vines': 'To make vines beare in barren ground, put a sheep's horne to the root & it will doe wonders.'70 Later, when he wrote up the material he gathered on wine making and other agricultural practices, Locke repeated this note, adding 'I have no great faith in it, but mention it because it may so easily be tried'.71 This procedure made sense because he believed that strong theoretical judgements must be postponed until information on particular topics was more fully collated. But first it had to be gathered, if not by personal observation, then by approaching the right sources. Masham said that Locke believed 'he could learn something which was usefull, of every body'; and that he accomplished this by 'suteing his Discourse to the Understanding, and proper skill of every one he convers'd with.'72 Indeed, Locke confirmed this, saying that talk with jewellers, blacksmiths, gardeners or others skilled in a particular science or art yielded more accurate information than conversation with polite gentlemen (Essay, II.xxiii.3).
Another of Locke's abiding concerns -the diversity of customs and beliefs -is also evident in the journals. Here we see a different kind of conversation. Locke made many notes about the religious rituals and moral beliefs of people in various parts of the country. There are some scathing comments, some in shorthand for secrecy, about Catholic rituals he witnessed.73 He showed the appetite of an anti-Papist for scurrilous stories about priests, bishops, nuns, and the theatre of the liturgy. 74 He may have been aware that he did not hear full disclosures: for example, when noting (partly in shorthand) the severe initiations and punishments of the Capuchins, he mentioned the embarrassment caused 'once when a stranger was there'. 75 Yet even when Locke showed his annoyance with local beliefs about relics and miracles, the descriptive detail of his accounts made them potential data for a natural history of religion, and more generally, of opinion.
76 Alongside these observations of Catholic practices, Locke collected comparative information about the culture of the Muslim world, the Indies, and the Americas, both from books and travellers. 77 When he got home he transferred several entries to commonplace books under the headings of 'Ethica' or 'Cultus', thus recording the diverse morals, beliefs, customs, and rituals of various countries and peoples. 78 On 17 June 1679, he observed in his journal that most men 'take the common belief or opinion of those of their country, neighbourhood or party to be proof enough, and so believe as well as live by fashion and example, and thus men are zealous Turks as well as Christians. JL'. 79 We can take this as a conclusion justified and amplified by his experiences as a traveller.
In summary, Locke's conversation with strangers was a major source of new empirical information on a range of topics, especially those pertaining to causal properties in nature. Secondly, the conversations of strangers provided more extensive and comparative illustration of what he already thought about the influence of customs on opinions and beliefs. As a traveller, Locke may Parergon 26.2 (2009) have been temporarily free of clubs, neighbourhood, country, and established friendships. However, the natural history of opinion he collected led him back to the role of friends. In fact, it was through conversation with some strangers that Locke made new friends, some of whom remained correspondents for the rest of his life. 80 Could such strong relationships protect the individual against the twin dangers of solitary thinking and the inertia of custom? Locke seems to have thought so, but given his conviction about the force of fashion and flattery, he decided that the pursuit of truth was something that had to be cultivated as a desire, as a counter-balancing passion. Significantly, he made this point in the entry 'Of Study' as part of his argument that these social and psychological factors influenced judgements. It was, he said, our duty to seek knowledge with 'a mind covetous of truth'. 81 One way to do this was to expose and examine our deepest prepossessions, those 'darlings of our mindes', as he called them, through 'conversation & discourse with an ingenious friend'. 82 In the manuscript of 1675 (previously cited), he specified another requirement: such friends should ideally be 'lovers of truth'. 83 What Locke meant by this became clearer in letters to a new friend in the last decade of his life.
A Special Friendship with William Molyneux
On his own disclosure, one of Locke's closest friendships was the relatively short, but important, relationship with the Irish politician and philosopher, William Molyneux (1656-98). 84 Locke first wrote to Molyneux on 16 July 1692, possibility that Locke was open to the flattery he warned against; although it must be said that their friendship withstood a major disagreement over Irish policy. 90 It is also worth emphasizing that their relationship developed during the 1690s while Locke was living in Damaris Masham's house and already had regular correspondence with close friends such as Furly and Limborch. His declaration of a unique friendship with Molyneux therefore needs to be treated with caution; but it remains an intriguing one, almost as if Molyneux is the perfect stranger, the knowledgeable person not influenced by the complicating emotions involved in most friendships.
The dominant theme of this correspondence was that friends helped each other find truth. On several occasions, Locke stressed that clarity was not to be found in solitary thought: 'I should think he valued himself more than truth, and presum'd too much on his own abilities, who would not be willing to have all the exceptions could be made by any ingenious friend, before he ventur'd any thing into the publick'. 91 Two years later he reiterated this theme: 'Meditating by ones self is like digging in the mine; it often, perhaps, brings up maiden earth, ... but whether it contain any mettle in it, is never so well tryd as in conversation with a knowing judicious friend'. 92 Locke even seemed to put aside his usual caveats about the slipperiness of language preventing clear exchange of ideas. In fact, he detected in Molyneux an ability, not found in 'ordinary readers', to discern 'the design and foundation of what I say, rather than stick barely in the words', and told him that 'You understand my thoughts as well as I do my self'. 93 Locke quickly decided that Molyneux was a 'lover or seeker of truth' -an attribute he awarded in a letter of 26 December 1692, having already Parergon 26.2 (2009) I cannot complain that I have not my share of friends of all ranks, and such, whose interest, assistance, affection, and opinions too, in fit cases, I can rely on. But methinks, for all this, there is one place vacant, that I know no body that would so well fill as your self.
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In these comments, Locke appears to refer to something like the Stoic notion of a close friendship between two equally wise and virtuous individuals. Margaret Graver explains that this was a normative ideal because 'given the scarcity of even individual wise persons it seems unlikely that two or more of them could ever come to know one another in fact'. 101 It appears, however, that Locke was more concerned with the search for truth than the perfect friendship. Certainly, he thought that lovers of truth helped each other to make informed judgements, always providing that individuals were responsible for their own assent to beliefs on matters of the highest ethical and religious importance. Thus in a letter to Limborch about his attempt to analyse 'the condition of human liberty', he declared: 'But the opinions of friends often deceive or are deceived, and these things having to be left to the censure of strangers, in this one thing alone I find satisfaction, that I have pursued the truth alone'. 102 There was another consideration that put knowledge and truth above close friendship: Locke was aware that new empirical data, and the generalizations and practical applications founded on it, depended on collaboration. He was committed to an interpretation of the Baconian project that stressed co-operative observation, experiment, and controlled theorizing over many generations. 103 Endorsing this programme in a letter to Molyneux about Boyle's General History of the Air (1692), Locke explained that this work was left unfinished, but that it is cast into a method that any one who pleases may add to it, under any of the several titles [headings], as his reading or observation shall furnish him with matter of fact. If such men as you are, curious and knowing, would join to what Mr. Boyle had collected … we might hope in some time to have a considerable history of the air …; but it is a subject too large for the attempts of any one Parergon 26.2 (2009) man, and will require the assistance of many hands to make it a history very short of compleat. 104 On this perspective, it did not matter if there was 'little friendship in the world'; 105 what counted were open, informal exchanges, either in conversation or more often by letter, among interested individuals. The scale and diversity of the potential information demanded large numbers of people in different places, thereby requiring individuals to reach beyond the circle of close and intimate friends.
Conclusion
Damaris Cudworth (Masham) told Locke that there were 'many Different Degreese of Friendship', partly because 'under the Name of Friends, which in Confomitie, I as well give to People that I do not much Care for as to those that I doe'. 106 No doubt Locke agreed with this, for he valued conversations across the full spectrum from close intellectual engagement with a few friends to more varied exchanges with a wide range of people. His emphasis on friends as lovers of truths -as expressed in the correspondence with Molyneux -might appear to imply an exclusiveness that conflicts with this. However, the dissonance is partly resolved by his distinction between matters of concernment and matters of fact. Locke was not always seeking the kind of critical dialogue expected from close friends. His more general reflections on conversation and his own travel journals show a willingness to converse extensively, to pick up new information wherever possible, even if its reliability might be questionable. 107 Locke recognized that proper evaluation involved a collective pooling of experience and information, much of which was of necessity derived from strangers.
